VISTATRAK
GET YOUR PROJECTS BACK ON TRACK

In numerous industries along the E&C value chain, whether its
oil and gas, chemicals, manufacturing, energy, government,
engineering and construction or infrastructure, organizations are
modernizing applications and reimagining operations to take
advantage of new data-driven technologies for efficient and
effective project management.
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Greater management visibility

Increased return on investment

Safely store archived material

Aggregate large datasets

Highly scalable

Manage flow and approvals

Empower real-time forecasting

Improve data alignment

Control and govern data access

Integrate all your vendor data

Accelerate workflow implementation

Ensure alignment of project strategies

Lower total cost of ownership

Management of documents

Improve project productivity

Create scalable, reliable experiences

Offers automated document approval
system

Improve project transparency

Improved project efficiency

Intelligent document control

Tailor to your needs

Industry connectivity

Improve project collaboration

Deliver seamless customer and partner
experiences

Accelerate workflow implementation

Offers automated document approval
system

Ensure maximum performance

When data aggregation succeeds, the results are impressive: The VistaTRAK® Project Tracking and Reporting Service allows
you to keep tabs on key performance metrics—such as cost and schedule performance, earned value, productivity and
more—so you can make more informed decisions about how your company should operate or diversify resources to more
effectively address project pain points. HGA’s objective is to facilitate a decision-making process that delivers high-quality
programs that are technically and environmentally sound, affordable, and completed on schedule.

The benefits of our decision support system include greater
management visibility, improved decision making, and increased
accountability. It is the only system in the country proven to manage,
track, and report effectively while providing the most value for program
implementation.

Data integration is at the heart of VistaTRAK. In a single comprehensive
solution, VistaTRAK provides the critical integration of data, data
connection, data storage, and delivers visual dashboards for greater
management visibility, so you can accomplish project goals and deliver
solutions to workflow woes.

Empower real-time forecasting – Facilitate real-time information and
decision-making across the project lifecycle.
Ensure alignment of project strategies – Provide better data that feeds
project processes to lead to improved project performance.
Improve project transparency – Improve resource collaboration to bring
your cross-functional teams together to meet project deliverables.

Here are just a handful of the practical and tangible benefits available
through our patented project tracking and reporting system and HGA’s
various service offerings:

Greater management visibility
The user-friendly interface of VistaTRAK includes various reporting
dashboards so you can identify a plethora of KPIs in real-time, such as
risks, key metrics, costs, resources, and work progress. The cloudbased system offers reporting dashboards, as well as tools for earned
value analysis, forecasting/trends, detailed scheduling, and risk/
change management and control. VistaTRAK also includes a formalized,
automated workflow process in M-Files for submitting, routing,
approving, tracking and collaboration boards for teams to work
more efficiently.

Increased return on investment
Seamlessly connect applications, data, and people for greater
management visibility to project optimization and more, HGA’s solution
helps clients make informed decisions – more quickly and accurately
than ever before.
Improve data alignment – Realize an immediate return on investment
for your project progress by analyzing the flow of physical, financial and
service items.
Lower total cost of ownership – Avoid the time, expense and headache
of purchasing multiple data products for project management.
Improved project efficiency – Break down data silos and combine
data from multiple functions through VistaTRAK and gain 360-degree
visibility across project progress.

VistaTRAK ensures that your project receives the cost
and project execution benefits of the following:


Intuitive interface provides greater management visibility
– Trend analysis
– Current progress



Team sharing feature ensures timely interaction for
improved decision making
– Increases R.O.I
– Mitigates critical risks
Standard web browser access ensures accountability
and communication





Tower platform supports one-stop source for all progress
tracking and reporting



Configurable screens enables customizable interface



Storage feature ensures all documentation resides in
one location



Canned reporting and data extract capability
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Deploy

Project Health
KPI Status-Cost
Safety
Engineering
Equipment

VISTATRAK PROJECT TRACKING AND REPORTING SERVICE

Schedule
Quality
Procurement
Field Progress

Deploy your datasets into VistaTRAK for analysis and
archive your project safely behind our firewall for
data security.

workflows, this allows better control for all stakeholders to work more
productively than ever before.
Ensure maximum performance – Centralized data management
provides visibility and control to manage and track project progress and
performance. VistaTRAK makes it easy to see the entire project picture
so that nothing falls through the cracks.

Cost
Client Cost
Contractor Cost
Forecasts
Commitments
Expended/Actuals to Date

®

Aggregates and analyzes large datasets
VistaTRAK is designed to make importing easier so you can seamlessly
bring data together for faster, better, more robust visibility into the
status of a project. The service can rapidly combine multiple datasets,
accommodate format variability and enables you to accelerate the
analysis of your operation for optimal decision-making plans.

Schedule
Primavera P6 Project Schedules
Critical Path/Milestones/Float/
Lookahead Data

Change/Risk
Change Management register
Risk Management Data/Status

Engineering/Procurement
ISO/Engineering Status
Major Equipment/Materials
Procurement

Flow/Approvals
Task Management
Resource Management
Notifications/Alerts

Build
Using the VistaTRAK customizable workflows, manage
your data integration processes and aggregate your
data into a centralized platform quickly and easily.

Safely store archived material
Some of your information needs to be maintained for financial reporting
or verification purposes. The web-based system uses either serverbased cloud data access so documents, meeting minutes and important
reminders can be called up seamlessly. HGA’s VistaTRAK decision
support solution includes a document repository and meeting space for
project stakeholders. As part of VistaTRAK, our data storage solution will
help manage and collaborate all required documentation into one online,
central location. Through this solution, project stakeholders can collect
and archive required documentation, participate in team discussions,
view important announcements, and share team calendars anytime
and anywhere from any computer or hand-held device. We already
have the tools in place to easily customize the system for your project
needs. Websites for our past projects have been recognized at state and
federal levels for their innovation and accessibility, and our methods
are quickly setting a new industry standard. HGA’s VistaTRAK decision
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Manage
Monitor and maintain the status of all your project KPIs, project
timelines, and project vendors, regardless of location, using a
feature-rich web-based dashboard.
VistaTRAK also includes a formalized, automated workflow
process in M-Files for submitting, routing, approving, tracking
and collaboration boards for teams to work more efficiently.

support solution was cited as a finding of merit by the Department of
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) in the overall management and
monitoring of the LA Hurricanes Katrina/Rita CDBG Disaster Recovery
Program.
Control and govern data access – Establish role-based security and
restrict data access.
Management of documents – Upload and manage all documents from
VistaTRAK to quickly find, configure and access information for the
project.
Intelligent Document Control – Meta Data, Version Control and
Custom Workflows – HGA’s VistaTRAK decision support solution
combines benefits from SharePoint technology to utilizing integrated
and customized M-Files storage, tracking, and document control. Our
service can help manage business-critical documents and information
from any device no matter where it’s stored. Integrating automatic

Our team of developers has the broad skills required to manage the
development of the data structures and standards required to correctly
interpret, connect, and load 3rd party data into VistaTRAK. They have
intimate knowledge of the integration requirements of 3rd party data
sources into the central hub. VistaTRAK offers pre-built workflows
to connect and harmonize 3rd party data sources for the fastest
and lowest risk implementation. With easy, scalable and supported
connection solutions from the VistaTRAK developers, there’s no reason
to build it yourself.
VistaTRAK gives you a rich understanding of your operation by quickly
generating detailed reports and accelerates analysis by managing
documents in one secure, easy-to-access interactive dashboard.
Integrate all your vendor data – Aggregates all project transactions
into a powerful, central system, allowing you to achieve full project
transparency and gain major strategic advantages.
Improve project productivity – VistaTRAK enables the fastest, lowest
cost and lowest risk integration of 3rd party data into the central hub by
streamlining key aspects of the data integration process.
Tailor to your needs – Templates and process workflows allow your
organization to successfully connect all your vendor datasets.
Rapid technology integration – Quickly integrate vendor data into
VistaTRAK, virtually eliminating data errors and reducing setup time
from months to weeks.

Highly scalable
VistaTRAK offers a flexible cloud-based platform to overcome system
complexity and integrate any applications and data sources across
our system with speed and ease. The unique connectivity capabilities
empower project teams with multiple data sources to aggregate data
from any data source for better business decisions.

Accelerate workflow implementation – Rapidly build and deploy
workflows without extensive coding.
Create scalable, reliable experiences – Increase process adoption by
providing easy-to-use workflows that adapt to any project.
Industry connectivity – Accelerates the consolidation, initial load for a
full range of 3rd-party datasets.
Deliver seamless customer and partner experiences – Share composite
aggregated field data from multiple applications and data sources.

Manage your document flow and approvals
VistaTRAK is the streamlined, integrated project management platform
that you’ve always wanted. Easy-to-use, automated workflow process in
M-Files - VistaTRAK lets you submit, route, track and collaborate more
efficiently. By combining the key needs of project planning, tracking,
and collaboration in one platform, and then making it easy to assign
work, track progress and see budgets in real-time, VistaTRAK makes it
easy to manage all of your project work in one place.
Offers automated document approval system – Streamline your entire
project flow and approval process so your team can see everything in
one place and meet deadlines more consistently.
Improve project collaboration – Simplify your project planning with
real-time dashboard access to view, plan, and automate routine tasks to
improve processes and communication.
Accelerate workflow implementation – VistaTRAK automatically keeps
up with your project workflow timelines, to simplify processes, and
ensure your project outcome.
To succeed at project data integration, organizations must take control
of data. They must connect disparate data sources, enforce data
integration and data storage, and deliver visual dashboards for real-time
data decision-making, operational support, and ensure that projects
come in on time and within budget. Perhaps the best evidence in the
VistaTRAK solution is the trust placed in our service by increasingly
complex and expensive project managers in markets as varied as oil
and gas, chemicals, manufacturing, energy, government, infrastructure,
engineering and construction.
In a scalable, cloud-based solution, VistaTRAK provides the critical data
integration, data storage, performance management and visualization
capabilities that project managers/owners need for overcoming
difficulties compiling and sharing project information and achieving their
project goals to improve costs, timelines, and efficiency.
To learn how VistaTRAK can help you with your next project
management solution, contact your HGA representative, email
information@hga.com or visit www.hga-llc.com.
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DELIVERING ON COMMITMENTS.
BUILDING LONG-TERM RELATIONSHIPS.

